
I welcome contributions that can demonstrate near-term practical usefulness, particularly contributions that take a multidisciplinary/convergent approach because many real-world problems are complex in nature. The IUHP Editorial Cell provides an ideal forum for exchange of information on all of the above topics and more, in various formats: full length and letter length research papers, survey papers, work-in-progress reports on promising developments, case studies/best practice articles written by industry experts, and tutorials on up-and-coming technological breakthroughs. We at IUHP are strongly convinced that this platform will provide science-driven, peer-reviewed articles conforming to the strict international processes and editorial standards expected by the Management, Legal, Scientific and other communities. We are here to modernize and strengthen the areas of research and development for all our readers and contributors. IUHP Editorial cell is certainly striving hard to reach new benchmarks of research, writing, innovation and development through its rich reservoir of papers and articles. We at this institution are going to leave no stone unturned in ensuring that we are writing and researching extensively upon the most recent developments in the field of Management, Law, Science, Technology and other allied and inter-disciplinary areas.
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